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R713Axon Regeneration: Electrical
Silencing Is a Condition for RegrowthA recent study in primary sensory neurons shows that electrical activity —
mediated through L-type voltage-gated calcium channels — could suppress
axon growth after injury.Andrea Tedeschi and Zhigang He*
In the adult central nervous system
(CNS), injured axons fail to
regenerate spontaneously, leading to
permanent functional deficits after
spinal cord injury, stroke and other
types of CNS trauma. Efforts to
eliminate the extrinsic inhibitory
influences resulted in only limited
axon regeneration in vivo,
suggesting that there are intrinsic
axon growth barriers in adult CNS
neurons. It is known that embryonic
neurons possess amazing axon
elongation and regenerative
capacity. When a developing axon
reaches its target, it has to stop
growing and transform the growth
cone into a pre-synaptic terminal.
The switch from rapid axon growth
to local synapse growth may
contribute to the reduced
regenerative ability of mature
neurons. However, the molecular
mechanisms regulating this process
are not well understood. For
example, is the switch mediated by
an intrinsic genetic program or
triggered by target-derived signals?
Is this switch reversible? What are
the molecular pathways accounting
for the differences in the growth
ability of peripheral and central
nervous system neurons? A recent
study in Current Biology by Enes
et al. [1] showed an important role
of sensory-evoked electrical activity
in suppressing axon growth in adult
primary sensory neurons, suggesting
a new factor affecting intrinsic growth
control.
Primary sensory neurons are
unique in that they have axons
projecting to both the peripheral
nervous system (PNS), as well as
the CNS. Each sensory neuron in the
dorsal root ganglia (DRG) has two
major branches stemming from
a unipolar axon: a peripheral axon
that innervates peripheral targets
and a central axon that relays
sensory information to the spinal
cord. However, these two branchesdiffer with regard to their ability to
regenerate after severing. While the
peripheral axon can readily grow
back to its original target after
lesion, the central branch from the
same DRG neuron only engages in
abortive sprouting after axotomy
within the CNS. Interestingly, a first
injury at the peripheral branch,
called a conditioning lesion,
can dramatically increase the
regenerative responses to a second
lesion to either the peripheral or the
central branches [2]. Many efforts
have been made to dissect the
mechanisms underlying this effect of
the conditioning lesion. Most of the
molecules identified so far — such
as cAMP, cytokines and ATF-3 — are
increased or induced after a
conditioning lesion and function to
enhance axon growth ability [3–5].
It has also been postulated that the
peripheral targets of sensory
neurons might convey a suppressive
signal to inhibit axon growth. A
conditioning lesion thus would
relieve sensory neurons from such
inhibitory influence; in fact, it has
been shown that interruption of
retrograde transport in the
peripheral axons by transection or
ligation can enhance axonal
growth ability of affected sensory
neurons [6].
How do peripheral targets
suppress neuronal axon growth
ability? An important consequence
of the establishment of innervation
between a sensory axon and its
peripheral target is the initiation of
target-triggered neuronal activity. In
the case of DRG sensory neurons,
there is a stereotyped change in
their activity patterns. In late
embryonic stages, DRG neurons
display spontaneous impulse
activity when their axons reach the
periphery, even before their central
branches form functional
connections to the CNS. Initially,
the frequency of impulse activity
is low (<0.5 Hz), but increases
during development [7,8]. Uponcompletion of sensory organ
differentiation and establishment of
central synapses, sensory axons
stop growing, and their activity
pattern changes to higher
frequency and stimulus-evoked
bursts (0–20 Hz). Thus, there is
a correlation between the decrease
in axon growth and a concomitant
increase in impulse activity during
the maturation of DRG
neurons.
Enes et al. [1] asked whether
a conditioning lesion at the
peripheral branch of DRG axons
alters the neuronal activity in
axotomized DRG neurons and
whether and how such changes
affect axonal growth ability.
Assayed by in vivo electrophysiological
recording of sensory neurons in
rats, they showed that a lesion at
the peripheral, but not a central
branch dramatically decreases the
sensory-evoked firing rate of DRG
neurons, consistent with the fact
that the peripheral axon transmits
sensory inputs to DRG neurons.
To address whether electrical
activity affects axon growth of
DRG neurons, Enes et al. [1] used
two different methods (electrical
field stimulation and chronic
depolarization by potassium
chloride) and found that these
treatments reduce neurite initiation
and elongation in cultured adult
DRG neurons. These results are
consistent with previous observations
that electrical stimulation of cultured
DRG neurons leads to rapid growth
cone collapse [9].
What could be the molecular
mechanisms for the inhibitory effect
of electrical activity on neurite
growth in DRG neurons? Based
on ample evidence for the links
between activity-induced
depolarization, calcium influx and
neurite growth, Enes et al. [1]
examined possible involvement of
voltage-gated calcium channels
(VGCCs). In particular, the L-type
VGCC is suited for and known
to convey the calcium signal from
the plasma membrane to the
nucleus for inducing activity-
dependent gene transcription [10].
Enes et al. [1] went on to show that a
peripheral lesion could down-regulate
Cav1.2, a component of L-type VGCC
(Figure 1). More importantly,



















Figure 1. Correlation between neuronal activity and axonal regeneration.
(A) In the intact adult dorsal root ganglia (DRG), sensory-evoked activity induces calcium influx
through L-type voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) and suppresses axonal growth ability
following dorsal column lesion (DCL) in the CNS. (B) A conditioning peripheral nerve lesion
(PNL) at the axon in the PNS reduces neuronal activity and down-regulates Cav1.2 activity,
allowing reactivation of the axonal regenerative program.
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axonal growth both in vitro and
in vivo, pointing to an important
involvement of L-type VGCC in
regulating axonal growth of DRG
neurons. However, many questions
remain to be addressed. For
example, what is the in vivo
contribution of L-type VGCC
down-regulation to the peripheral
conditioning effects? Do mutant mice
with DRG neuron-specific Cav1.2
deletion show any abnormalities in
transforming their growth cones into
sensory endings (and have excessive
growth)?
Furthermore, different patterns of
electrical activity could have much
more complicated roles in modulating
neuronal growth and differentiation.
For example, a recent study [11]
demonstrated that electrical
stimulation of the sciatic nerve
could actually promote the
regeneration of the injured central
axons of the stimulated sensory
neurons. While it is known that
different neuronal firing patterns
could engage distinct calcium
channels and lead to specificneuronal responses, electrical
activity could also trigger other
alterations such as altering levels
of cAMP.
What is the implication of the study
by Enes et al. [1] on the control of
intrinsic axon growth ability in CNS
neurons? It was shown that retinal
ganglion neurons (RGCs) also
experience a switch from axon
growth to dendrite/synapse growth
during neonatal stages [12]. This
switch correlates with changes in
the expression of different KLF
transcription factors [13]. In addition,
recent studies [14,15] revealed at
least two signaling pathways regulating
axonal regenerative ability in adult
RGCs: Conditional deletion of PTEN,
a negative regulator of mTOR, or
SOCS3, a negative regulator of the
JAK–STAT pathway, both resulted in
robust axon regeneration of adult
RGCs after injury. However, how
these pathways are regulated during
development and after injury is
largely unknown. Based on the results
shown by Enes et al. [1], it will
be interesting to assess whether
injury-triggered electrical activitychanges in CNS neurons affect
the mRNA or protein levels of
components in the pathways
mentioned above.
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